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~Our Role, Tang, who go to Beijing

to for university by plane alone

When he finished reading a
novel with his mobile phone, he
suddenly felt excited. For a
moment, he didn't see the time.
How long will he have to board?
Won't he miss the plane.

So, the smart and intelligent research team (kochab) in
High School Affiliated to Zhejiang Normal University
heard the voice from Tang. We racked our brains to design
this terminal service robot.

Fortunately, he got on the plane and
thought to himself: I really hope the
terminal can have better and more
comfortable service. It makes my
way to the University easier.

He wanted to see the souvenirs
in the shop, but he could hardly
walk with a heavy schoolbag on
his back. Finally, he found the
baggage management office in
the corner of the terminal.

He was relieved at last. After
relaxing, he felt hungry. However,
where is the restaurant? He has no
strength to look for it. I really hope
the delicious food can be sent
directly to me.

To be continued···
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The terminal pepper intelligent service robot

developed by the team is a comprehensive service robot

suitable for the terminal. It has the functions of

human-computer interaction and image processing. As a

new service mode, it makes the service more detailed,

deeper and more in line with the psychology and needs of

passengers.



Function Introduction

When the legs and

feet are inconvenient,

they only need to order

their meals by

themselves in their

seats, and after

waiting for a while,

they can enjoy the

steaming food.

They don't have to worry

about missing the

boarding time because

they can't skillfully

use their mobile phones

to check the plane

information.

A few years later, Tang's parents went to Beijing to attend Tang's graduation ceremony.

They met the pepper intelligent service robot designed by the (kochab) team for the

terminal. They found that a long time ago, when Tang took the opportunity to complain

to them about the bad experience, they all solved it after meeting pepper.



Self-help Order



Q: Pepper, I'm so hungry, but I don't

want to buy it. Can you order for me

here and deliver the food to me!

——Of course

Self-help Order

Reduce the total time of dining in the terminal, and

solve the problem of mobility inconvenience caused by

the large area of the terminal.



2、Time Remind Flow Chart



Q: I'm afraid I'll miss the boarding time,

pepper. Can you tell me how long it's

going to take?

——Of course, I can be with you. I will

remind you immediately in 30 minutes or

10 minutes.。

Time Remind

To solve the problem of space and time
inconvenience in terminal air ticket inquiry.



3、Luggage Care Flow Chart



Q: Pepper, I want to go shopping, but my

schoolbag makes it hard for me to go

shopping happily,

Can you take care of it for me?

——Sure. Can you put your schoolbag in

my hand? Then you can go shopping!

Luggage Care

Solve the problem of inconvenient
activities in the terminal due to the baggage
can't get away.



Ticket scanning + ticket recognition
The QR code is placed in front of the camera, and

pepper automatically scans and identifies it through

image processing technology, and then the flight

information is displayed on the screen.

Wake up Robot A uniform electric field is applied to the four

vertices RT, Rb, LT and lb of the touch screen to make

the lower layer (indium oxide) ITO glass covered with

a uniform voltage. The upper layer is a receiving

signal device. When the pen or finger presses any

point on the surface, the controller detects the

change of resistance at the finger pressing position,

and then changes the coordinates.



Directional movement + obstacle handling

Payment code identification

The move to command box can control the pepper

to move in a straight line on the ground and stop

when encountering obstacles.

In parameter setting, the X coordinate, y

coordinate, turning angle and moving distance can

be set.

Through the robot's head infrared scanning of the

two-dimensional code in the passenger's mobile

phone, and use the collected two-dimensional code

image for processing. Finally, the passenger can pay.



With the Pepper Terminal Multifunctional Service Robot

——You will experience the intelligent voice ordering and pepper service in the terminal.

——You will ask pepper to take care of your luggage in the terminal so that you can enjoy the

activities easily.

——You will check the boarding time of the ticket through pepper in the terminal building, and

enjoy the reminder from pepper at each time point.

Pepper's service at the airport can make every ordinary person feel the change of life brought by

science and technology.
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让科技便捷生活
THANKS
一切都将过去，而科技将会永存


